In this paper, a diffusion-based molecular communication channel between two nano-machines is considered. The effect of the amount of memory on performance is characterized, and a simple memory-limited decoder is proposed; its performance is shown to be close to that of the best possible decoder (without any restrictions on the computational complexity or its functional form), using genie-aided upper bounds. This effect is adapted to the case of Molecular Concentration Shift Keying; it is shown that a four-bit memory achieves nearly the same performance as infinite memory for all of the examples considered. A general class of threshold decoders is considered and shown to be suboptimal for a Poisson channel with memory, unless the SNR is higher than a computed threshold. During each symbol duration (symbol period), the probability that a released molecule hits the receiver changes over the duration of the period; thus, we also consider a receiver that samples at a rate higher than the transmission rate (a multi-read system). A multi-read system improves performance. The associated decision rule for this system is shown to be a weighted sum of the samples during each symbol interval. The performance of the system is analyzed using the saddle point approximation. The best performance gains are achieved for an oversampling factor of three for the examples considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
S UCCESSES in the design and development of nanomachines motivate the study of communication methodologies between such units. Interconnected nano-networks have potential applications in biomedical, industrial and environmentally engineered systems [1] , [2] . Herein, we examine strategies for molecular communication, inspired by biological systems. In particular, we examine a point-to-point communication system via molecular diffusion [3] (see [4] for the motivation of using this type of communication [5] , [6] , timing modulation (e.g., see [7] ) and ratio-based modulations using properties of isomers [19] . 1 These modulations are appealing because they use simple transmitter and receivers. Due to properties of diffusion, inter-symbol interference can occur (molecules from previous transmissions hitting the receiver after a long delay). By alternating molecule types, MCSK has zero interference from the previous symbol at the expense of two molecule types, but still suffers from interference from the other past symbols. This interference becomes significant at high data rates, corresponding to small symbol transmission periods. Performance degradation due to interference is studied in [8] , [9] , [13] . The optimal receiver for a linear time-invariant propagation model is determined in [10] . Unfortunately, these receivers demand high computational and memory complexities, making them impractical for resource limited nano-machines. Maximum likelihood sequence detection is considered in [11] , as well as sub-optimal and practical detectors.
In this paper, we consider the communication model introduced in [6] and depicted in Fig. 1 , where the transmitter has a storage of molecules. The storage has an outlet whose size controls how many molecules can exit the storage and diffuse in the environment. The outlet of the storage can be controlled; it opens for a short period and the size of the opening in time slot i, X i is specified by the encoder for signaling. The released molecules diffuse through the environment (a diffusion channel) and a subset of the released molecules hits the receiver. The receptors at the receiver make chemical bonds with the received guest molecules and initiate a pre-defined process. The general block diagram of the receiver is depicted in Fig. 1 . The front-end of the receiver is a counter, which tracks the number of received molecules. The decoder is allowed to read the counter and reset it. The decoder makes its decision about the transmitted symbols based on the read counts. Fig. 1 . Block diagram of a transmitter with gate controlled molecule storage, and a general receiver. The input X i controls the opening size of the molecular storage unit at the transmitter.
Transceiver complexity is a significant issue for communication between nano-machines [18] . As such, we restrict our attention to transceiver systems that have simple implementations, exploit limited memory, and as a result, a limited decoding delay. In particular, we assume that uncoded message symbols are transmitted, one-by-one. The receivers have either zero or one symbol delay, with B bits of memory, which can store any B bit function of the previously decoded symbols (we call this a memory-limited receiver).
To justify our assumptions on the transmitter and receiver, we note that 1) Our assumptions form a restriction on the complexity of the transmitter and receivers thus rendering our proposals practical for implementation in real nano-machines. In fact, the modulation schemes proposed to date (CSK, MoCSK, PPM, etc.) are of interest due to their associated simple and memorlyess decoders [5] , [6] . 2) Limited decoder memory is equivalent to limited storage, which in turn, implies limited decoding delay to limit the loss of data due to storage overflow. 3) While our assumptions are simplifying with regards to complexity, they do not limit our ability to focus on the unique nature of the diffusion channel. In particular, we have a discrete channel with memory: residual molecules from prior transmissions can be coincident at the receiver with the current molecular transmissions. Since Brownian motion is used to model the diffusion channel, and the information is encoded in the diffusion rate, the overall channel is non-linear. In fact, non-linear channels with memory are notorious for their lack of tractability. 4) We underscore that our assumption of B bits of memory at the decoder is not as restrictive as one might think. We do not specify the form of the bits; that is, the decoder can store anyB bits of prior information. The only restriction is that the memory has to be updated sequentially and causally as the receiver obtains a new output symbol. One of our objectives is to determine what should be stored and understand performance gains as a function of increasing memory.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first one to study the fundamental limits of communication with memorylimited devices (previously limitations on power, delay, etc have been addressed in the literature of information theory or communication theory). In this work, we make four key contributions for the two main building blocks of the receiver depicted in Fig. 1 . For the decoder block: (1) We propose the memory-limited decision aided (MLDA) decoder which exploits B bits of memory; (2) we show the near-optimality of the MLDA decoder by comparing its performance with the performance of a genie-aided optimal decoder (without any restriction on the computational complexity or functional form of the stored B bits). In providing these results, we also study how information (or the lack thereof) about the interference affects decoder performance; (3) we prove analytical results, some of which provide surprising insights into this problem: for instance, we show that a natural threshold decoder is not optimal for a Poisson channel with memory. On the other hand, we show in Theorem 2 that the ML decoder is a threshold decoder for SNRs above a threshold for which we find an analytical lower bound. For the counter block: (4) we propose the use of multiple samples during each symbol period (multiread system) and show that this oversampling significantly decreases the probability of error. In contrast, most previous works had assumed that the counter is read only once every transmission period. We first show that the associated MLDA test statistic is a weighted sum of the samples read within a symbol interval. We also analytically evaluate the performance of the multi-read receiver using a saddle point approximation, as the test statistic distribution does not admit a closed form. The accuracy of the approximation is verified via simulation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, a diffusion-based molecular channel is defined. Section II-B defines the class of transmitter and receivers that we are interested to study. In Section III, a particular simple and practical decoder is introduced and its probability of error is analysed. In Section IV, the main results of this paper on memory-limited decoders are provided, with the proofs given in Appendices A and B. Section V makes a case for having multiple reads in the counter block of a receiver. Section VI briefly reviews and comments on the MCSK modulation scheme. Application of our main results to MCSK is given in the same section. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Transmitter and Channel Models
We consider an arbitrary diffusion-based molecular communication medium, uniform or non-uniform, with drift or without drift, and with physical barriers or in an open space. The main assumption that we make about the environment is that it is stationary, meaning that the diffusion coefficients in each location do not change over time. Due to extensive molecule propagation times between transmitter and receiver, the effective channel has memory resulting in interference, which will be more fully discussed in the sequel.
We assume that the transmitter has a storage of molecules. The storage has an outlet whose size controls how many molecules can exit the storage to be diffused in the environment. Since the number of molecules is large and the probability of each exiting the storage is small, the number of molecules that exit from the storage in a given time slot follows a Poisson distribution. This is the Poisson model proposed in [6] (see [4] for a Poisson model of the environmental noise) and we adopt it in this work. We use Poisson(X) to denote the number of molecules exiting the storage (and diffused in the environment). The parameter X is called the diffusion rate and is determined by the size of the opening of the outlet. Parameter X itself is a random variable that is selected by the transmitter based on the message it wishes to transmit. Thus, we have a doubly stochastic Poisson process; the rate of the Poisson is the information signal, which in itself is random due to our models on the information sequence.
We assume that the transmission occurs in time slots of equal duration; this is called the symbol duration and is denoted by t s . We assume that the transmitter may only set the size of the storage's outlet at the beginning of time slots of length t s . We assume that the transmitter chooses a diffusion rate of X i at time slot i. Assume that a molecule is released from the storage at the beginning of a time slot, and is absorbed the first time it hits the receiver. The probability that the molecule hits the receiver during the initial time slot of duration t s is denoted by p 1 ; more generally, the probability of hitting during the next k-th time slot is denoted by p k , k ≥ 1. The values of the p k 's depend on the communication medium, which can be either 1-d or 3-d. Note that we assume that the receiver and the transmitter are synchronous.
Generally, the signal is decoded at the receiver based on the total number of molecules received during the individual time slots. We assume that in a time slot, three sources contribute to the received molecules: (i) molecules due to the transmission in the current time slot, (ii) the residue molecules due to the transmission in the earlier time slots known as the interference signal, and (iii) noise molecules, described below. We assume that inter-molecule collisions have little effect on the molecule's movement.
Within our reception time slot of duration t s , there is noise due to molecules in the environment that are not part of our transmission, but of the same type as the transmitted molecules. We model the number of noise molecules within a slot of duration t s as a Poisson random variable with parameter λ 0 t s .
Assume that the transmitter selects a diffusion rate of X i at time slot i. Based on the thinning property of the Poisson distribution, when we use one molecule type in all time slots, the number of received molecules in the time slot i, denoted by Y i , can be written as follows: for any i ≥ 1
where I i = λ 0 t s + ∞ k=1 p k+1 X i−k is the sum of interference and noise at time i. Further, we assume X i = 0 for i ≤ 0 (i.e., transmission starts at time i = 1), hence the summation is from k = 0 to ∞.
One of our innovations over our prior work in [6] is that we explicitly consider more interference terms, i.e., in [6] , we argued that a large t s results in negligible p k for k > 2 and thus one could ignore the interference beyond the previous time slot. A further innovation herein is the consideration of multiple reads (sampling within a single time slot) which also results in improved performance.
B. Decoder Framework
We consider a simple, practical decoder structure for molecular communication. To this end, we make two key assumptions about memory and delay. The first is that the transmitter transmits molecules at rates X i independently and thus there is no error correction coding at the transmitter. Most generally, we can assume that X i ∈ {s 0 , s 1 , · · · , s L−1 }. Such L-ary signaling implies a bit rate of log(L) t s . For clarity of exposition, we assume L = 2 and that X i = 0 or X i = s with probability 1/2.
To frame our decoder, we observe that in the case of no interference, the maximum a posteriori (equivalently maximum likelihood due to the equal priors) receiver is given as follows. Our observation Y is distributed as Poisson(λ 0 t s + p 1 X), where X ∈ {0, s} and the associated probability mass functions (pmfs) are
The optimal detector is of a threshold form where if y ≤ τ we selectX = 0 (andX = 1 if the observation exceeds the threshold), where τ =
In the presence of interference, the optimal decoder cannot be reduced to a simple threshold structure. However, threshold detectors are simple to implement.
Memory-Limited, Zero-Delay Decoders: In the sequel, we introduce a simple decoder design based on the storage of previous decisions. In order to assess the performance of this decoder, we need to ask what can be accomplished with B bits of side information. To formalize this notion, we have the following:
A memory-limited decoder, with B bits of memory, can store a number in the set {1, 2, · · · , 2 B } (or [1 : 2 B ] as a shorthand) for future use. We use the random variable K i to denote the value stored in the memory at time slot i for i ≥ 1. We assume that initially at time slot 0, K 0 = 0. At time instance i, the decoder uses the received signal Y i and the memory register K i to update the memory register K i+1 , i.e., K i+1 is constructed as a function (or stochastic function) of K i and Y i . In other words, we use an "update" function f i :
Here Z + is the set of non-negative integers. Observe that the updating function f i may be time-varying: for example, for even values of i, f i may be one function and for odd values it may be another function.
A decoder is called zero-delay, if it computes the reconstruc-tionX i at the end of time slot i. A memory-limited zero-delay decoder computes the reconstructionX i as a function of K i and Y i only, i.e.,
A decision rule for a memory-limited and zero-delay decoder is specified by a sequence of update functions f i : [1 :
, and a sequence of decoding functions
. Given a memory of size B, we are interested in finding the optimal memory-limited decoder, and seeing how its performance behaves with B. We intuitively expect the memory to contain information about the interference, useful for decoding the current symbol. More precisely, if we denote the interference plus noise at time slot
and Y i turn out to be sufficient statistics for reconstructingX i . 2 Definition 1: The minimal probability of error of a memory-limited and zero-delay receiver with rate R, transmission amplitude s and memory size B, P(R, s, B), is defined as the minimum of the probability of error of all decoders with memory B (specified by update functions f i and a decoding functions g i ). The minimal probability of error of a memorylimited and zero-delay threshold receiver with rate R and memory size B, P T (R, s, B), is defined similarly where we restrict to zero-delay threshold decoders. 
III. PROPOSED RECEIVER: DECODER
In this section, we first provide a simple and practical decoder and then show how performance for the proposed decoder can be easily computed. In order to compare this performance with P(R, s, B) and P T (R, s, B), we will later examine a genieaided decoder.
A. Memory Limited Decision Aided Decoder (MLDA)
Consider the simple strategy of storing the decoded rates (X i−1 ,X i−2 , · · · ,X i−B ) in memory. These B bits are used to estimate the interference rate which is equal to
The updating function f i for this decoder is time-invariant, i.e., f i = f , and can be easily implemented using a shift register.
It remains to specify the decoding function g i which shall also be time-invariant i.e., g i = g. To derive the decoder, let us assume for a moment that the decoder knows the exact value of
which can be calculated using the conditional pmf of p(
interference, i.e., it knows that I i = α. To recover X i ∈ {s 0 = 0, s 1 = s} we use a MAP decoder and compute
Observe that the above equation is an ML decoder rule, which is equivalent to the MAP decoder because
The resulting rule is a threshold rule:
As we do not know I i = α exactly, we approximate I i given our previously decoded rates, that is,
In other words, we use the threshold given in (3), when α is replaced by the expression given above. Clearly the value of the threshold would depend on
This simple decoder is of low complexity for implementation on a nano-machine. Note that the decoding rule described above is not necessarily the optimal MAP decoding rule, but numerical results show this simple decision rule performs quite close to the optimal one.
B. Computation of the MLDA Probability of Error
We find an analytical expression for the probability of error of the simple decoder. We have
where E is the error event. As the previously decoded symbols are utilized in the current time slot, false decoding in the previous time slots may propagate to decoding in the current time slot. Therefore, it is necessary to consider error propagation in computing the probability of error. We compute the probability of error for the special case of B = 1, i.e., storing only the last decoded symbol. Analytical expressions for the probability of error for larger values of B can be derived similarly. For B = 1, the estimated value of interference plus noise is equal tô
We have the following equation for k = 0, 1:
Note that
. The conditional pmf P[I i = α|x i−1 ] can be computed as follows:
Therefore, P(E|X i = s 0 ) and P(E|X i = s 1 ) can be computed recursively from (5) which is a system of linear equations.
IV. PERFORMANCE BOUNDS
As in previous sections, we focus on the binary case X i ∈ {s 0 = 0, s 1 = s}. Ideally we wish to make concrete statements on optimized general and threshold decoders, that is by optimizing over all g i and f i . It is clear that the probability of error of such optimized decoders is bounded from above by that of the MLDA introduced in Section III, i.e., if we denote the MLDA performance by MLDA(R, s, B), we have that MLDA(R, s, B) ≥ P T (R, s, B) ≥ P(R, s, B). As a lower bound to P(R, s, B), we introduce a genie-aided decoder which knows the interference exactly; this results in the threshold rule provided in (3) where α is the value of interference. We denote this genie-aided decoder by "ML decoder with known interference" and show its performance by GA(R, s). As a more meaningful genie-aided decoder for determining a lower bound, we imagine (a threshold, or general) decoder that has access to a genie who can pass any B bits of information about the interference to the receiver. Since the B bits are arbitrary, this new genie-aided decoder (that optimizes over the B bits of side information) provides a tigher lower bound. We need to examine how we can exploit B bits of side information. Determining this genie-aided decoder is non-trivial. To appreciate the challenge of our evaluation, observe that to determine the side information by using brute force, one needs to consider the set of values that the interference, i.e., ∞ j=1 p j+1 X i−j , can take. The genie should specify a mapping from the set of values to the set {1, 2, · · · , 2 B }, i.e., for each value of the interference, it should specify the B bits that it is revealing to the decoder. To find the optimal performance that a genie can achieve, one needs to optimize over all such mappings. This is computationally cumbersome, even for small values of B. Theorem 1 below simplifies the calculation of the genie-aided memory limited lower bound for the optimum threshold decoder, i.e., P T (R, s, B) , and reveals an intuitive structure: the optimized threshold decoder with B bits of side information optimally quantizes the interference.
The general case is more complex. Consider an example where we can enumerate over all possibilities of the interference. Let s = 400 and the interference takes values uniformly from the set I = {α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 } where α 1 = 1 < α 2 = 39.6899 < α 3 = 65.2742 < α 4 = 103.9640, and the genie can provide one bit to the receiver. Then telling the receiver whether the interference is in the set {α 1 , α 4 } or {α 2 , α 3 } is strictly better than telling the receiver if the interference is less than a number or not (i.e., the interference is high or low)! The next theorem shows that for threshold decoders, however, the phenomenon discussed in the above observation does not happen.
Theorem 1: In a threshold decoder (comparing received signal y with a threshold), the optimized genie-aided decoder with B bits of side information quantizes the interference values into 2 B bins and uses the interference interval's bin index as side information.
Remark 2: The above theorem significantly reduces the computational complexity of finding the optimal genie for computing the lower bound on P T (R, S, B) , denoted by GA T (R, s, B) . It implies that one needs to only specify a set of 2 B − 1 points in R (hence dividing R into 2 B intervals), and read off the mapping according to the index of the interval where the interference falls into.
We discussed the lower and upper bounds on P(R, s, B) and P T (R, s, B) . In the following theorem, we discuss a relation between these two.
Theorem 2: Given any communication medium, choose a sufficiently small rate R such that the hitting probabilities satisfy p 1 > (e − 1) ∞ j=2 p j , where e is the neper number. Then given any noise level λ 0 , there exists some s * such that P(R, s, B) = P T (R, s, B) for all s > s * regardless of the value of B. More specifically, P(R, s, B) = P T (R, s, B) holds if s satisfies the following two inequalities
The proofs for the above theorems are given in the Appendix. intractable, herein we compare the performance of the MLDA (R, s, B) with the two genie-aided decoders, i.e., with GA T (R, s, B) and GA(R, s), showing that they come close to each other and effectively sandwitching the desired P T (R, s, B) and P (R, s, B) . Here and in the following numerical results, except for Fig. 8 , we use a one-dimensional Brownian motion without drift, as in [4] , [7] , since for this motion, closed form expressions for hitting probabilities p k 's can be found. For one-dimensional motion without drift, the hitting probabilities can be found as follows [14, 5.3] :
2D is a single parameter that summarizes how the diffusion constant (D) and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver (d) affect the communication channel between the transmitter and the receiver. The hitting probabilities depend on R and ρ(representing transmission rate and channel parameter, respectively) only through ρ 2 R = ρ 2 /t s . So, we can set a particular value for ρ and discuss the gap between the lower and upper bounds in terms of the rate R. A practical value for ρ 2 is 0.3 [17] . See [20] for first hitting probabilities in a 3-d model. Fig. 2(a) depicts MLDA(R, s, B) and GA T (R, s, B) for B = 1, 2 and GA(R, s) in terms of R for s = 60 and noise power λ 0 = 0.4. The subfigure (a) is for CSK modulation, which is the setup we have used so far. The top two curves are for B = 1, the two bottom curves are for B = 2, and the lowest curve is for GA(R, s) (known interference). The range of R is chosen such that the error probabilities are in a reasonable range. This shows that the lower and upper bounds are close to each other. It can be seen that MLDA(R, s, B = 2) is lower than GA T (R, s, B = 1). The curves become much closer to each other (depicted in the Fig. 2(b) ) when we apply the lower and upper bounds to the MCSK modulation scheme, as will be further discussed in Section VI. To generate the results of this figure, the threshold values for computing GA T (R, s, B) have been computed using a brute-force search.
Remark 3: In Fig. 2 , the condition of Theorem 2 is satisfied. Therefore the lower bound curves for the threshold decoder (GA T (R, s, B) ) are also lower bounds for P (R, s, B) .
More generally we can compare the lower and upper bounds for the practical range of s ∈ [20 : 100] and R ∈ [1 : 15] bps and the background noise λ 0 = 0. Here are the results for P T (R, s, B ):
• For B = 1, the upper bound (MLDA (R, s, B) ) is less than 1.6 times the lower bound (GA T (R, s, B) ) throughout the range of parameters. Therefore we can find P T (R, s, 1) that lies between the two within a factor of 1.6. So for instance, if the error probability of MLDA is 1.6 × 10 −3 , the lower bound (GA T (R, s, B) ) is greater than 10 −3 and hence P T (R, s, 1) = a × 10 −3 for some a ∈ [1 : 1.6]. • For B = 2, the upper bound (MLDA (R, s, B) ) is less than 4.3 times the lower bound (GA T (R, s, B) ) throughout the range of parameters
The results for P(R, s, B) are as follows: for B = 1, the upper bound (MLDA (R, s, B) ) is less than 12.5 times the lower bound (GA(R, s)). For B = 2, the upper bound (MLDA (R, s, B) ) is less than 10.5 times the lower bound (GA(R, s). Observe that a ratio less than or equal to 10 implies that the lower and upper bound are of the same order.
As another example, if we vary the noise λ 0 in the interval [0, 50], s ∈ [20, 80] and R ∈ [2, 15] bps, we get the following ratios for P T (R, s, B) : For B = 1, the upper bound (MLDA(R, s, B) ) is less than 1.75 times the lower bound (GA T (R, s, B) ). For B = 2, the upper bound (MLDA (R, s, B) ) is less than 2.5 times the lower bound (GA T (R, s, B) ). The results for P(R, s, B) are as follows: For B = 1, the upper bound (MLDA (R, s, B) ) is less than 21 times the lower bound(GA(R, s). For B = 2, the upper bound (MLDA (R, s, B) ) is less than 5.5 times the lower bound (GA(R, s). These ratios become much better if we apply the lower and upper bounds to the MCSK modulation scheme (see Section VI).
V. PROPOSED RECEIVER: MULTIPLE READS
We now turn to the second main building block of a general decoder as depicted in Fig. 1 , namely the counter block. Unlike previous works, we assume that the value of the counter is read every t s /N seconds rather than every t s seconds where t s is the duration of each transmission time slot; we call this a multi-read system. 3 Here N is a natural number, indicating the number of sub-time-slots. The number of received molecules in sub-timeslot q of time slot i is denoted by
Similar to (8), we can derive the probability of hitting of a molecule in the sub-time-slots. Consider a particular molecule released at the beginning of a time slot. The probability that it hits the receiver during the q-th sub-time-slot of the next k-th time slot is equal to
3 Uniform sampling is not necessarily the best strategy, but it is a simple and conventional one.
where k ∈ N and q ∈ [1 : N ]. Note that q p k,q = p k as defined by (8) . The key observation is the fact that for a fixed value of k, the hitting probability p kq varies for different values of q, i.e., in general p k,q = p k,q for q = q . Therefore, we will have N independent Poisson distributions with distinct means. The sum of these N Poisson variables would be the total read in the entire time slot, and would not be a sufficient statistic for decoding the message, since the parameters of the N Poisson distributions are not equal. Thus, more samples results in more information and better performance.
The MLDA decoder for multiple reads is provided next. As before, we assume that the decoder has a memory of B bits that stores the last B decoded bits. Using this memory the decoder estimatesÎ i,q of time slot i resulted by previous symbols in q-th sub-time-slot aŝ
The decoder assumes the previously decoded symbols are correctly decoded and uses the N observations in the current time slot for decoding. The associated decision rule is as follows: (11) which results in N q=1 y i,q ln Î i,q +p 1,q s 1
We observe that if the probabilities of hitting for all subtime slot were the same, the above multiple reads decision rule reduces to the one read decision rule. The analysis of the probability of error of the above decoder using the saddle-point method is given in Appendix C.
To justify receiver sampling at a higher rate than the transmission rate, we numerically examine the performance of multiple-read MLDA. We see that the performance improves by increasing N , significantly for small values of N , but the amount of increase saturates from some point onwards. Fig. 3 shows the probability of error of MLDA versus time slot durations for different number of observations in one time slot resulted by simulation and also saddle point analysis. The figure shows that the analysis is compatible with the simulation results. Also, it is observed that increasing N , significantly improves the probability of error. Specially, as t s increases the improvement is more noticeable. Fig. 4 shows the probability of error of MLDA versus N for different values of decoder memory, B, computed by the saddle point analysis. It is observed that increasing N up to 4, significantly improves the probability of error. For N > 4 the improvement is not noticeable. 
VI. APPLICATION TO MCSK
MCSK is a modulation technique introduced in [6] in which two molecule types are utilized, though not for data transmission. At the transmitter, the molecule types (for instance, A 1 and A 2 ) alternate from one symbol interval to the next one (so for instance molecule type A 1 is used in odd time slots and molecule type A 2 is used in even time slots). This causes a reduction in the interference from the same molecule type. More specifically, if we focus on molecules of type A 1 , we would have X i = 0 for all even i (no transmission of A 1 molecules in the even time slots). Therefore the interference plus noise term would become
The ideas developed above can be adapted to MCSK. For numerical evaluations, we have assumed that ρ 2 = 0.3. In all of the figures we assumed B bits for storing the data of each molecule type in the MLDAs (thus 2B bits of memory in total). Fig. 5 depicts the plot of probability of error for MCSK scheme for proposed simple receiver for different values of B versus transmission rate for s = 60 and background noise power λ 0 = 0.4. In the same figure, the probability of error of an ML decoder with known interference (interference is fully available at the receiver) is drawn. This curve clearly serves as a lower bound. It is seen that as the memory B increases, probability of error of the MLDA decays. Further, the figure shows that for B = 3 the simple receiver is pretty close to the performance of the ML decoder with known interference. This figure also contains a curve labeled by "the int. is not considered", which corresponds to a "conventional receiver" that ignores the existence of interference, but uses MAP decoding. This simple decoder has been commonly used in previous works; for instance see [5] . Fig. 6 depicts the probability of error for the proposed simple receivers versus the transmission rate for s = 80 and background noise power λ 0 = 40 for MCSK modulation. It is observed that as the transmission rate increases (t s decreases), the environmental noise decreases as well, while the main signal term and the interference term increase. Accordingly, there is a trade-off between the constructive and destructive terms. It can be interpreted from the figure that by increasing the transmission rate, the probability of error first decreases until it reaches its minimum value for a specific value of the transmission rate (about 1.5 depending on the curve). After this value, increasing the rate increases all probabilities of error. Fig. 7 plots the maximum possible rate when the probability of error is less than or equal to 0.005 for a given s. This is plotted for the known interference lower bound and MLDAs with different memories. Fig. 8 is same as Fig. 2(a) except that it is for a three dimensional medium; here s = 120. The transmitter is located at [0, 0, 0] T ; the receiver is assumed to be a cube of length of 2 μm, with the center of the cube located at [8, 8, 8] T μm. Hitting probabilities were estimated using extensive numerical simulation.
We end this section by diverging from the main theme of the paper and briefly commenting on the MCSK modulation scheme. In the original MCSK, it was assumed that the receiver counts the number of molecules of type A 1 in odd time slots and molecules of type A 2 in even time slots. If it is possible to count both molecule types in the same time slot, one can postpone decoding of the current symbol for one time slot to exploit the molecules counted in both of the current and the next time slot, i.e., Y i and Y i+1 in the decoding process. In other words, in the even time slots where the transmitter Fig. 7 . The maximum possible rate when the probability of error is less than or equal to 0.005 for a given s. releases molecules of type A 2 , we count molecules of type A 1 that arrive from transmission in the previous time slot. For the MAP decision rule for one-delay decoding, one has to compare p(Y i = y 1 , Y i+1 = y 1 , |X i = x, K i = k) for different values of x. This probability is equal to
where we used the fact that given I i , I i+1 and X, rv's Y i and Y i+1 are independent because of the thinning property of Poisson distribution. The formula for the MLDA decoder with one delay for MCSK can be computed as follows: having K i = (X i−2 ,X i−4 , · · · ,X i−2B ) in the memory, we estimatê Then the decision rule can be worked out as follows:
arg min
resulting in a threshold rule. For MLDA with one delay, when having multi-read, a decision rule similar to (12) can be obtained. Fig. 9 demonstrates both effects of delay decoding and multi-sampling. It is seen that with large transmission rates, the probability of error decreases when we use delay decoding plus multi-sampling.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied diffusion-based molecular communication and demonstrated that we can use a simple threshold decoder to attain error probabilities close to optimal ones. This is of practical importance since nanomachines are resourcelimited devices. We further proved a theoretical result that reduces the computational complexity of finding the performance of an optimal threshold decoder, and found a sufficient condition under which an optimal ML decoder becomes a threshold one. We also studied the effect of multiple reads at the receiver, and showed that taking multiple samples can improve the performance significantly. As a future work, one can relax the assumptions we have made (uncoded transmission at the transmitter and the zero delay at the receiver) and propose simple, practical transmitter and receivers that are near optimal for more general class of encoder and decoders. We believe that the ideas introduced in this paper, including the genie-aided lower bounds, can be helpful in that quest.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof: Recall that we assume a genie provides B bits to the decoder. The genie maps I i = α to the value k where k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 2 B }. With a slight abuse of notation, we also denote this mapping by k(α). The decoder in turn maps k to the employed threshold, τ k ∈ Z; thus the interference α would end up mapping to τ k(α) .
For a given value of interference α and an arbitrary threshold T , the probability of error for equally likely transmission rates X i is
Thus total probability of error, averaging over the interference is,
To minimize P(E) one needs to do minimization over two sets (1) minimization over the genie's mapping, k(α), and (2) minimization over the set of thresholds
We can first do minimization over (2) and then over (1), i.e., min {τ k ,1≤k≤2 B } min k(α) P(E). We prove a much stronger statement than needed. We show that for any fixed choice of {τ k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2 B }, when we minimize the probability of error over the set (1) of all mappings k(α), the form of the solution is one of quantizing the interference values into 2 B bins and using the interference interval's bin index as the value for k(α). Take a fixed set of thresholds {τ k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2 B }. Using (14) , to minimize the probability of error, the genie should choose k(α) as follows:
The optimizing k may not be unique, in which case, we can choose any value from the optimizing set. We wish to show that the mapping α → k(α) results in the quantization of the interference as stated in the theorem. It suffices for us to show that if α 1 and α 2 are mapped to some k * , and α 3 is in the interval [α 1 , α 2 ] then α 3 can be also mapped to the same k * . In other words, for all k we have P(E|α 3 , τ k * ≤ P(E|α 3 , τ k ). We show our desired statement via contradiction. Suppose there is some k = k * such that P(E|α 3 , τ k * ) > P(E|α 3 , τ k ). Since α 1 and α 2 were mapped to k, by equation (15), we get that P(E|α 1 , τ k * ) ≤ P(E|α 1 , τ k ) and P(E|α 2 , τ k * ) ≤ P(E|α 2 , τ k ). Consider the difference function d(x) = P(E|x, τ k )−P(E|x, τ k * ), where by P(E|x, τ k ) we mean the right hand side of (13) when we formally replace α with a variable x, and T with τ k . Then and d(x) is continuous in x, the function d(x) would have at least two non-negative zeros.
We will arrive at a contradiction by showing that d(x) has at most one non-negative zero. Since the number of nonnegative zeros of d(x) and −d(x) are the same, without loss of generality we assume that τ k > τ k * . Let
The number of non-negative zeros of d(x) is the same as the number of non-negative zeros of e x d(x). Observe that e x d(x) = 1 2
is a polynomial. Since zero is not a root of this polynomial, non-negative roots are equivalent to positive roots. Thus we can use Descartes' rule of signs to find an upper bound on the number of positive zeros. According to Descartes' rule of signs, the number of sign changes between consecutive non-zero coefficients of a polynomial is an upper bound on the number of positive zeros. Expanding the terms in e x d(x) = T 2 −1 n=0 a n x n where for n < T 1 a n = − 1 2 e −p 1 s
and for n ∈ [T 1 :
Clearly a n < 0 for n < T 1 . We claim that a n > 0 for n ∈ [T 1 :
, implying that there is no more than one change of sign. For n ∈ [T 1 :
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Proof: Consider a zero-delay memory limited decoder as defined in Section II-B, with the parameters s, B, and R. Independent symbols X 1 , X 2 , · · · are transmitted. Further, assume that the decoder uses the optimal MAP decoding rule for determiningX i , i.e., with K i = k stored in memory, at time i, the decoder compares P(Y i = y|K i = k, X i = 0) and P(Y i = y|K i = k, X i = s). 4 Let us define
where I i = λ 0 t s + ∞ k=1 p k+1 X i−k is the interference plus noise at time i (and is independent of X i ). Although not needed in the proof, we note that the probability of error of the decoder at time i can be written as P(X i = X i ) = 1 2 [ k,y P(K i = k) min(P 0k (y), P 1k (y))] We wish to determine the conditions on the rate R such that optimal MAP decoding reduces to a threshold detector in the presence of intersymbol interference. Equivalently, what are the conditions on R such that for each k, there exists a τ (k) such that for all y < τ(k) we have max(P 0k (y), P 1k (y)) = P 0k (y) and for all y ≥ τ (k) we have max(P 0k (y), P 1k (y)) = P 1k (y). These expressions are in turn, equal to: P 0k (y) ≥ P 1k (y)∀ y <τ(k), P 0k (y) ≤ P 1k (y)∀ y ≥ τ (k). (17) Let α max and α min be the maximum and minimum possible interference values, respectively, i.e., α min = λ 0 t s and α max = λ 0 t s + s ∞ k=1 p k+1 . The following constraints form a set of sufficient conditions for (17) to hold: (1) p 1 s + α min ≥ α max , (2) P 0k (y) ≥ P 1k (y), ∀ y ∈ [0, α max ], (3) P 0k (y) ≤ P 1k (y), ∀ y ≥ p 1 s + α min ,and (4) P 0k (y) is a decreasing function of y and P 1k (y) is an increasing function of y in
The first condition is equivalent to p 1 ≥ ∞ j=1 p j /2. For the second condition, observe that for any y ∈ [0, α max ],
Thus, the second condition holds if e −p 1 s ( α min +p 1 s α min ) α max ≤ 1 After simplification we get:
For the third condition, observe that for any y ≥ p 1 s + α min we have,
Thus the second condition holds if e −p 1 s ( α max +p 1 s α max ) p 1 s+α min ≥ 1 After simplification, we get:
The fourth condition automatically holds, since a Poisson distribution with parameter λ is increasing for 0 ≤ y ≤ λ and decreasing for y ≥ λ . Since P 0k (y) and P 1k (y) are linear combinations of several Poisson distributions with means α and α + p 1 s respectively, P 0k (y) is decreasing after the maximum value of α, i.e., α max and P 1k (y) is increasing before the minimum value of α + p 1 s, i.e., α min + p 1 s. Therefore, we need to find constraints on s that would imply p 1 ≥ ∞ j=1 p j /2 and (19) . Substituting t s = 1/R we can rewrite these equations as follows:
If we let s converge to infinity, we get p 1 ln( ∞ j=1 p j / ∞ j=2 p j ) > p 1 > ∞ j=1 p j /2 that is satisfied as long as p 1 > (e − 1) ∞ j=2 p j .
C. Analysis of Probability of Error of Mutli-Read MLDA
As the decoding of the current symbol is dependent on both the last transmitted and decoded symbols, P(E|s 0 ) and P(E|s 1 ) can be computed recursively from a system of equations similar to that explained earlier. To obtain this system of equations, one needs to compute the probabilities P(E|X i = x i ,Î i,1 =α 1 , · · ·,Î i,N =α N ,I i,1 = α 1 , · · ·,I i,N = α N ).
Let us define the rv Z = N q=1 Y i,q ln Î i,q +p 1,q s 1 I i,q +p 1,q s 0 = N q=1 Y i,q A q and τ = (s 1 − s 0 )p 1 . Then we have P(E|X i = s 1 ,Î i,1 =α 1 , · · · ,Î i,N =α N , I i,1 = α 1 , · · · , I i,N = α N ) = P(Z < τ|X i = s 1 ,Î i,1 =α 1 , · · · ,Î i,N =α N , I i,1 = α 1 , · · · , I i,N = α N ) + 1 2 P(Z = τ |X i = s 1 , I i,1 =α 1 , · · · ,Î i,N =α N , I i,1 = α 1 , · · · , I i,N = α N ) (20) and P(E|X i = s 0 ,Î i,1 =α 1 ,· · ·,Î i,N =α N ,I i,1 = α 1 ,· · ·,I i,N = α N ) = P(Z >τ|X i = s 0 ,Î i,1 =α 1 , · · · ,Î i,N =α N , I i,1 = α 1 , · · · , I i,N = α N )+ 1 2 P(Z = τ |X i = s 0 ,Î i,1 =α 1 , · · · ,Î i,N =α N , I i,1 = α 1 , · · · , I i,N = α N ).
Since the distribution of the decision rule in (12) , which is a weighted sum of Poisson variables, does not have a closed form, we use a saddle point approximation [16] to analytically evaluate the performance. Let us denote the characteristic function of a rv Z as Φ Z (ζ) = E(e ζZ ). Based on the saddle point approximation we have P(Z > τ|x i ,α 1 , . . . ,α N , α 1 , . . . , α N ) Now, we compute the roots of (24): d(Ψ Z|x i ,α 1 ,...,α N ,α 1 ,...,α N (ζ))/dζ= N q=1 A q λ q e ζA q −p 1,q (s 1 −s 0 )−1/ζ = 0. This equation can be solved numerically using, for example, Newton's algorithm. For the case X i = s 0 , ζ e is expected be negative and therefore in the Newton algorithm, the initial value of the root should be taken to be negative. In this case (23), can be used to compute the probability of error conditioned to X i = s 0 by taking average over the possible values of the interference terms. For the case X i = s 1 , ζ e is expected be positive and hence in the Newton algorithm a positive initial value of root can be chosen. Equation (22) can be used to compute the probability of error conditioned to X i = s 1 by taking average over the possible values of the interference terms. The term of 1 + R(ζ) can be approximated with 1 [16] .
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